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60+ YEARS OF SOLAR ENERGY MANAGEMENT, SALES, & PROCUREMENT

MEET THE SOLARKAL EXECUTIVE TEAM

Yaniv Kalish

Founder & CEO
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Neil Sharma

Josh Newell

Kim Saylors-Laster

Stan Fischer

Co-Founder & COO

Strategic Accounts Advisor

Vice President of Product

Sales Advisor

Kelly Fay

Director of Marketing

SOLARKAL'S MISSION

To connect organizations
to a wide range of vetted solar providers,
powered by trusted solar experts
& a transparent marketplace.
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2020

A NOTE FROM SOLARKAL FOUNDER & CEO: YANIV KALISH
2020: the unexpected year. The year we never really saw coming. The year

insiders are aware of the renewable energy revolution that’s been gaining

that ushered in change in ways that uprooted and transformed our daily

momentum for a decade now, we are pleased to welcome the new wave

status quo, creating 'the new normal'. While every year feels unique, I

of global interest.

cannot say I’ve lived through a 365-day calendar year that has been as
impactful as 2020. This year called for a deep evaluation of all facets: from

Despite the negative social impacts of the health crises and economic

personal health, family, and social interaction, to global economic shifts

downturn COVID-19 ignited, the solar energy industry continued and

with remote work, the rise of essential industries, and a deeper

continues to demonstrate resiliency. This sustained weathering can best

understanding of empathy: that behind our desks and our outputs, we are

be attributed to the industry’s maturation—in all aspects—to absorb such

human. I personally choose to view these shifts as a much-needed

an economic shock and actually yield growth. Specifically, equipment costs

assessment for the betterment of humanity, as an individual, as a father,

are currently a fraction of what they were some ten years ago, making

as a husband, and as a leader of SolarKal.

solar energy the most inexpensive source of unsubsidized energy in most
states across the U.S. Conversely, clean energy’s competitors—oil and gas

On a global scale, much of our shared human perspective on the planet

majors—were forced to transition to renewable generation and now,

shifted dramatically: as people had more time to reflect on what is critically

nearly every global utility, or oil and gas major, is investing heavily in

important to them, the challenges of how to improve the natural world

renewables, if not placing a strategy to fully transition the company. The

and make our planet more consciously inhabitable garnered more

solar industry has officially surpassed a critical threshold—the

attention than ever before. Personally, working in renewable energy for

point of no return—with a focused growth trajectory, taking more

over thirteen years, it was both encouraging and exciting to see our

market share of the energy industry pie. A future we’re excited to

industry front and center in the mainstream media, and most notably,

contribute to.

being discussed during the 2020 U.S. Presidential Debates. While we
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2020
A NOTE FROM SOLARKAL FOUNDER & CEO: YANIV KALISH, CON'T.
At SolarKal, we had a uniquely unprecedented year of our own: the third

accessible for every organization in the U.S in 2021 and beyond. We hope

quarter of 2020 actualized as our strongest quarter to date since our

you’ll join in our revolution.

founding in 2015. We surpassed our annual growth target for all of 2020
in just three months, resulting in the addition of $90MM worth of

On a more personal note, I sincerely wish you a safe and healthy year

transactions to our platform. With dozens of new clients trusting us with

ahead...

their solar energy transition, in the fourth quarter, our focus was a mix of
execution, growth, and adding two new team members to support our

With gratitude,

expansion.
When the pandemic altered life as we knew it in early March 2020, we
swiftly adapted to an unknown future. We began working remotely,
evaluated our growth strategies, tightened our belts, and focused on nonclient work to weather the storm. We acted in full transparency with our
teams about potential outcomes of different scenarios and decided to
keep the full staff intact to work through the pandemic, together. All this
being said, we made it through… and I am very proud and honored to
share SolarKal’s first-ever year-in-review report with you. Despite
experiencing the most life-altering year in all my existence, we established
ourselves as the leading solar procurement advisory and marketplace in
the U.S. We look forward to driving our vision of making solar energy
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Yaniv Kalish
Founder & CEO

2020

"It's exciting to be a part of a dynamic organization such as SolarKal. Our
value proposition is truly unique—helping commercial solar buyers navigate
the complicated process of going solar, and ensuring delivery of the best solar
solution for their property at the lowest possible price. Based on our success
stories to date, and the strong appetite in the market for solar, I believe that
the company is positioned for explosive growth moving forward."

TEAM HIGHLIGHTS
"When I started at SolarKal in June 2020 we were completely remote. Despite not being
able to interact face-to-face, the team worked to integrate me into the workflows and
educate me on the intricacies of the industry." -Adam Jacobson, 2020 Marketing Intern

-Paul Abramson, Sales Advisor

"In my 11+ years in the renewable and energy efficiency industry, I have not
worked for a company that is more transparent or creates more value for its
customers. Every time we complete our procurement process I'm truly
astounded by the results, and the savings we drive for our customers."

- Holt Gollatz, Sales Advisor

"Interning with SolarKal's Product Team in 2020 was an incredible
introduction to the world of commercial solar, solar technical analysis, and
renewable energy policy. [...] SolarKal taught me a significant amount and
made it possible for me to contribute to multiple corporations' transition to
renewable energy—I am grateful for the time I spent here."

-Kat Carroll, 2020 Product Intern

New hires, Kelly Fay (right, Director of Marketing), and Adam Jacobson (left, Sales Development
Representative; previously 2020 Marketing Intern) enjoy fresh (socially-distanced) air at SolarKal's
temporary Brooklyn location. Not pictured: new hire, David Wei (Project Development Lead).
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"Through the ups and downs of trying to sell solar in a global pandemic, I've
learned so much about this expanding industry, and have developed my own
personal skills a great deal. When I think back on the person I was when I first
began this position, the growth I have made is evident. I'm immeasurably
grateful I got to do it with such an awesome group of people."

-Nick Scibelli, 2020 Sales Intern

2020

PROJECT METRICS

$100 MM

36 MW

2.3 MW

100+

in closed deals

average project size
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in closed deals

solar proposals received

2020

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

101,000,000
kilowatt hours of energy supplied

79,300,000
pounds of coal not burned
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15,540

cars off the road this year

72,000

tons of carbon emissions avoided

2020 PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

HALPERN REAL ESTATE VENTURES
CHALLENGE
Halpern Real Estate Ventures (HREV), a New York-based development group sought to integrate
sustainable energy solutions into their new multi-family buildings located in Mamaroneck, New York to
support clean living for their tenants. The foggy landscape of solar prevented HREV from moving
forward with any development.
SOLARKAL SOLUTION
Halpern Real Estate Ventures leveraged SolarKal's access to best of breed installers and clear bidding
format to install 350 solar panels on their multi-family property, offering tenants an opportunity to make
a direct positive impact on the environment.

120 kW
150,000 kilowatt-hours of clean energy annually
52 metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions avoided annually
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2020 PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

BERGEN LOGISTICS
CHALLENGE
Bergen Logistics, a multinational fashion and lifestyle order fulfillment provider, wanted to expand
their clean energy portfolio but found themselves unprepared to select a solar vendor on their own.
SOLARKAL SOLUTION
Bergen Logistics took advantage of SolarKal's proprietary marketplace & secured a dependable $5.8MM
savings over the life of the project.

1.5 MW
1,850,000 kilowatt hours of clean energy annually
1,310 metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions avoided annually
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2015-2020

SOLARKAL: 5 YEARS OF GROWTH
2015

AIDED FIRST CLIENT IN
GETTING MULTIPLE BIDS
TO INSTALL SOLAR IN
CALIFORNIA

2016

CLEANTECH OPEN FINALIST

CLOSED FIRST PROJECT
> 2 MEGAWATTS
30+ ACTIVE SOLAR
VENDORS IN THE
MARKETPLACE

2019

AWARED SECOND NYSERDA
GRANT TO EXPAND
OPERATIONS IN 8 STATES
JOINED GREENTOWN LABS &
LAUNCHED BOSTON, MA
OFFICE
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2019 (cont.)

ADDED $26MM OF SOLAR
TRANSACTIONS TO THE
MARKETPLACE, INCLUDING
PUBLICLY-TRADED REIT

2017

WON NYSERDA'S 76WEST
CLEAN ENERGY
COMPETITION
TURNED PROFITABLE WITH
> $6MM OF SOLAR
TRANSACTIONS IN THE
MARKETPLACE

2020

LAUNCHED V2 OF THE TECHENABLED MARKETPLACE
PLATFORM, WITH 150+ SOLAR
VENDORS ACROSS 15 STATES

2018

SIGNED A TOTAL OF $14MM IN
SOLAR TRANSACTIONS
SIGNED CORNELL UNIVERSITY
80+ ACTIVE SOLAR VENDORS
IN 8 STATES IN THE
MARKETPLACE

2020 (cont.)

ADDED OVER $100MM IN
SOLAR TRANSACTIONS TO
THE MARKETPLACE

2021

SOLARKAL OUTLOOK: THE SOLAR ENERGY INDUSTRY
The first year of this new decade brought incredible challenges in the form

We expect this focused momentum on renewables to grow, especially at

of COVID-19 and an associated recession, but commercial and utility-scale

the state level, and especially for solar. New York, Virginia, Maine,

solar weathered the storm better than most global industries. Although

Colorado, and Maryland are a few of the states that have set much more

growth was lower than projected, solar still achieved record installations,

ambitious renewable portfolio standards in the past two years, and solar

making up 43% of all new energy generating capacity in the U.S. in 2020.

energy stalwart, New Jersey, is unveiling a new solar incentive program in

SolarKal in particular successfully transitioned to remote work, contracting

2021. Even for states that have expressed less interest in imposing strong

record project capacity, and adding several members to its team despite

energy standards, a competitive-market approach and understanding of

global public health and economic challenges.

the economic benefits have landed Kansas, Iowa, and North Dakota in the
top-ten states for wind and solar generation, by percentage, of electricity

With the deployment of the coronavirus vaccine and an incoming

consumption.

administration with ambitious climate goals, it seems 2021 holds better
and brighter news for solar. While the full scope of President Biden’s

Corporate adoption of solar has not slowed during coronavirus

climate legislation seems unlikely under a divided government, November

shutdowns, and we expect 2021 to show similar resilience and growth.

election results across the country proved that the U.S. is experiencing a

SEIA predicts another record-setting year, with a full 2.4 gigawatts of non-

new bipartisan consensus on clean energy. The final 2020 stimulus and

residential installations. Due to drastic price decreases and escalating

spending bill brought a much-hoped-for extension of the solar investment

corporate climate commitments, half of all existing corporate solar

tax credit and the biggest energy spending bill in a decade. And as climate

capacity has been installed in the past three years alone. The industry

commitments emerge around the world, organizations of all kinds—from

continues to innovate in terms of financing and siting—a quarter of

investment banks to fossil fuel giants—strengthen their renewable

corporate solar installations are offsite, nearly half are conducted through

portfolios.

large-scale virtual power purchase agreements, and a growing portion is
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2021
SOLARKAL OUTLOOK: THE SOLAR ENERGY INDUSTRY, CON'T.
designated as community solar. This has expanded solar accessibility and

and breaking deployment records. We are enthused to be an integral part

market reach to smaller corporations, right where SolarKal is on the

of this positive change. In 2021, we’re making the commitment to engage

frontlines.

further with our communities, to advance our diversity and equity goals, to
grow our team, and to expand our mission to four new states: Maine,

In 2021, the industry is preparing for significant changes: energy storage

Virginia, California, and Maryland, with added products and services

has become both more accessible and more important to efficient grid

beyond solar energy procurement. We look forward to meeting new faces

design, and solar developers and lenders are working to further

and adding more solar generation to U.S. organizations over the course of

understand and incorporate storage into their business strategies. The

this year.

newly appointed Biden administration has expressed interest in using
policy to expand the U.S. renewable footprint, as well as cautious interest

All our best,

in reducing the 20% tariffs on Chinese-produced solar modules. While the

The SolarKal Team

commercial solar industry could suffer a hit due to continued economic
recession and corporate investment constraints, we fully expect overall
continued growth. The industry will continue to innovate, prices will
continue to drop, and investors and corporations will continue to shift to
solar.
All of this is good news for us, as SolarKal (and as humans), and good news
for the planet. Despite 2020’s inherent challenges, the solar industry
remains a bright spot among climate news, consistently lowering costs
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We are human
We are the clients & communities we serve
We are the future
We are SolarKal
We are innovators
We are problem solvers
We are listeners
We are inclusive
We are transparent
We are socially responsible
We are leaders
We are resilient
We are connected
We are human
We are the clients & communities we serve
We are the future
We are SolarKal
We are innovators
We are problem solvers

Connect with SolarKal.
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EMAIL
info@solarkal.com
PHONE
(855) 516-5777
WEBSITE
solarkal.com

SOCIAL

linkedin.com/company/solarkal/
twitter.com/solarkal/
facebook.com/solarkal/

